
EVIDENCE OF TEACHING EXCELLENCE Sibel Oktay

This portfolio summarizes my teaching evaluations as professor at the University of Illinois at Springfield
(Fall 2014 - present), instructor-of-record (Summer 2012) and as teaching assistant (Fall 2008) at
Syracuse University. Each set of evaluations includes to survey statements as well as to a series of open
ended questions.

At the University of Illinois at Springfield:

Course evaluation surveys at UIS utilize two key metrics, Teacher Competence and Teacher Quality.
They capture the professor’s competence on the course topic and the overall quality of the professor as
a teacher, respectively.

Teacher Competence is measured on a scale of 1 (Incompetent) to 5 (Exceptionally competent).

Teacher Quality is measured on a scale of 1 (Poor) to 5 (Excellent).

For other questions such as teacher organization, critical thinking skills and student motivation, the
scale reports those who agree (% Yes) with the statements.

The survey also includes a section where students can provide open-ended feedback. I report a repre-
sentative sample of student comments1 from each course.

The following courses include BA students only:
PSC 373 Introduction to International Relations
PSC 485 Political Science Closing Seminar

The following courses include both MA and BA students:
PSC 466 Politics of Western Europe
PSC 468 Foreign Policy Analysis
PSC 476 International Politics of the Middle East
PSC 473 War and Peace

The following course includes doctoral students in the Public Administration program:
PAD 655 Qualitative Research Methods

The following course includes BA students who are enrolled in the University Honors program:
CAP 226 What is Power?

In the tables that follow, Department Mean captures the scores of the faculty in the Political Science
department during the semesters in which I had offered the course.

1Please note that the student comments are reported verbatim. Students’ punctuation, spelling and grammar use are
preserved.
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Figure 1: Teaching Effectiveness, Fall 2014 - Present

Figure 1 illustrates my mean Teacher Quality and Teacher Competence scores per course at UIS
since Fall 2014.
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(1) Introduction to International Relations: Spring 2015, 2016, Sp2017, Fa2017,
2019 - Online

Table 1 reports the mean scores across the five semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) Department Mean

Teacher Competence 4.67 4.65
Teacher Quality 4.49 4.49
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 100 94.2
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 90.1 89.3
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 84.8 84.4
My interest in this subject has increased 66.1 71.0

Table 1: Introduction to International Relations (Spring 2015, 2016, Sp2017, Fa2017, 2019)

Additional comments and suggestions:

◦ I didn’t like this course during the first couple weeks. The instructor did things a bit differently
than what I am used to in an online course, and the due dates were a bit rough to work around
(you rarely had a weekend to do any homework). However, this has become my favorite course
this semester. Dr. Oktay listened to student’s comments and suggestions and made sure that we
were all able to submit quality work in a timely manner. She certainly knows her material, that’s
evident in her discussion replies and test comments. I enjoyed this course, and it made me think
about things in a new light, for that I am grateful. My only wish was that I would have been
able to take this class in person to jump into more discussions with the teacher and classmates.
Great course, I enjoyed it.

◦ I really like the weekly feedback on the quizzes and the discussion posts. It is helpful to see what
patterns Dr. Oktay noticed and addresses for further clarification. I think the feedback given on
the midterm could have been a little more detailed so we know how to write the final exam, it
seemed a bit vague. Overall the lectures were enjoyable to go through and interesting.

◦ The current events discussions made the course more interesting and fun. The essay-style quizzes
and exams were challenging, but a nice change of pace from the more common multiple choice
exams in other courses.

◦ Dr. Oktay is a very organized instructor, and I loved the way she had a slide show to accompany
the weekly readings. The layout of the course is easy to understand, and she is very responsive
to any questions or concerns. Dr. Oktay is a wonderful instructor!

◦ Professor, This course was certainly far from easy. But it wasn’t too challenging either. In fact, I
learned a lot at just the right pace. I enjoyed that quizzes and discussion boards alternated. The
deadlines were all reasonable. I appreciated that there were three questions for discussion boards,
so if I felt more confident in one than another, I could choose that one. Finally, this has been one
of my favorite online classes so far. Because while I have not yet utilized your office hours, I knew
you were always available and easily accessible. Your weekly emails and responses/clarifications
to discussion boards were extremely helpful....I really enjoyed this course. I will be looking for
your name on other courses too, as I would love to take a class with you in-person! Great job!
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(2) PSC Closing Seminar: Spring 2016, 2017, 2019 - Online & On-Ground

Table 2 reports the mean values across the three semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) Department Mean

Teacher Competence 4.64 4.66
Teacher Quality 4.44 4.52
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 100 95.3
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 98.4 90.6
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 81.3 84.1
My interest in this subject has increased 55.6 73.4

Table 2: PSC Closing Seminar (Spring 2016, 2017, 2019)

Additional comments and suggestions:

◦ Great instructions in analysis, of approaching Literature Review and research design. More
due dates/smaller steps between the larger HW assignments could make the end of the year’s
development of our papers more easily.

◦ Dr. Oktay’s guide to Closing Seminars should be something most teachers/professors need to do.
It’s extremely helpful and got me interested for Grad school.

◦ She always gives excellent feedback to work and helps to develop our papers in a process that
makes sense. A suggestion for the future would be to incorporate other parts of political science
when showing examples in class.

◦ Professor was very available to help students with research process throughout semester, and gave
detailed feedback.

◦ Compared to the senior seminar course I took for CAP Honors last semester, this course is much
more informative, yet less-intimidating. This is the 4th course I have taken with Dr. Oktay, and
she has always been extremely knowledgable, helpful, and organized. She is truly irreplacable
and an integral member of this department.

◦ This class has helped me synthesisize my arguements, as well as to write awesome papers. The
professor did a great job at teaching us the proper ways of writing a paper. I feel prepared for
graduate school.
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(3) Politics of Western Europe: Fall 2015, Spring 2017 - Online

Table 3 reports the mean scores across the two semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) Department Mean

Teacher Competence 4.88 4.55
Teacher Quality 4.79 4.39
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 100 94.8
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 93.8 86
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 100 80.5
My interest in this subject has increased 82.5 66.6

Table 3: Politics of Western Europe (Fall 2015, Spring 2017)

Additional comments and suggestions:

◦ She knows her content and makes the class easy to navigate for an online class. Her notes on the
discussion posts is excellent. My only issue is I would like more comments on the papers. Overall
fantastic! I would take her class again.

◦ Prior to this class, I hadn’t studied European politics, but after taking this class; my interest in
the subject has increased. Each week, the professor was well organized and I liked her method of
assigning work.

◦ I have really enjoyed the course. I liked the discussion format and the feedback from Dr. Oktay
was timely and helpful. My only concern was the due dates for the papers. Working full-time
and getting a paper turned in by Friday was difficult. I didn’t understand why we couldn’t have
until Sunday. The time over the weekend would have really been helpful.

◦ This is the most educational online classes I have ever taken, and one of the best classes in or
outside a classroom in which I have enrolled. Dr. Oktay comes across as genuinely knowledgeable
about her field. She choses great plenary readings that complement the text book very, very well.
She clarifies and elaborates upon all these readings in well-organized, thorough, and extensive
power point lectures. At the end of each power point lecture, she poses three questions to us,
all of which make us think critically and really apply what we’ve learned. Better yet, we must
pose our own questions to the class and answer at least one of our colleague’s questions, sparking
many genuinely enlightening conversations and producing something very hard to come by in
online classes- academic discussions. Dr. Oktay always promptly responds to emails, lets all
her students know how willing she is to take questions, and responds to all our posts in timely
fashions. I have liked very few of the many online classes I have taken. This class proved a
remarkable exception. I would, and have , highly recommended this course and this teacher to
other students without reservations.
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(4) Foreign Policy Analysis: Spring 2015, Fall 2017 - Online & On-Ground

Table 4 reports the mean scores across the two semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) Department Mean

Teacher Competence 4.73 4.62
Teacher Quality 4.69 4.46
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 100 93.9
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 100 89.6
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 100 80
My interest in this subject has increased 93.8 67.3

Table 4: Foreign Policy Analysis (Spring 2015, Fall 2017)

Additional comments and suggestions:

◦ Professor Oktay’s are highly organized and very interesting. Her work requirements can be
challenging but they are extremely affective in helping me learn the curriculum and increase my
critical thinking. I loved the course and hope to do more foreign policy courses in the future.

◦ I have enjoyed this class, but I do not fully understand the purpose of the Response Papers. I
feel that if you are actively engaging in the weekly discussions then the Response Papers are
merely a rewording of those discussion boards. That is probably the only item in this course that
I question. As for the Graduate papers, I really do appreciate the opportunities for feedback.

◦ Scientific vigor in a political class!? What is this sorcery?!

◦ Very passionate and engaging, however, I have some personal difficulty with essay instructions.
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(5) International Politics of the Middle East: Fall 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 - Online
& On-Ground

Table 5 reports the mean scores across the four semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) Department Mean

Teacher Competence 4.87 4.59
Teacher Quality 4.85 4.44
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 98.2 93.5
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 95.7 88.4
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 92.2 81.3
My interest in this subject has increased 93.9 68.3

Table 5: International Politics of the Middle East (Fall 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017)

Additional comments and suggestions:

◦ This course expanded my thinking about the region. I appreciated its IR basis and how it applied
IR theories to the world events in the region. In the future, perhaps greater discussion on the
midterm ?s [sic] style as it is relatively unheard of for UIS courses but definitely one of my better
classes

◦ Really enjoyed the class and it has deffintely [sic] sparked my interest in the subject so much that
I will look into careers in this subject in the future. It was clear how up to date the class was &
not just repeated from previous times it has been taught.

◦ Dr. Oktay comes prepared to class with a thorough and well-planned lecture every week. Di-
gressions to unimportant topics are nonexistent, and yet student feedback is welcomed and in-
corporated into every class in a very constructive way. The readings we are assigned are always
relevant and very educational, and offer a range of academic views on the given subject. She is
very responsive to us, and is always happy to help.

◦ I liked being able to choose which week we could submit papers on as it allowed me to focus on
the topics I was really interested in. My only issue was that some weeks the reading load was too
heavy. Overall I enjoyed the class very much!

◦ Current event piece I thought was a task difficult to understand -Enjoyed in class discussion
would have liked longer classes to allow for more. Also if we was assigned individual states as
case studies would be interesting.

◦ Extremely interesting class because the professor was very interested. I thought I would not do
well and would not be interested for class, but I greatly looked forward to this class.

◦ This is my favorite class at UIS. It is well delivered by Dr. Oktay who makes an already interesting
topic even better

◦ You did an exceptional job of providing feedback that encouraged reflection and growth from
week to week. I truly feel that I put my best foot forward each week with this class in order to
meet your expectations. I have enjoyed every class I’ve taken with you, and I like the lecture
recordings in addition to the powerpoints.
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(6) War & Peace (Fall 2014, Fall 2015)

Table 6 reports the mean scores across the two semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) Department Mean

Teacher Competence 4.50 4.55
Teacher Quality 4.69 4.41
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 100 93.5
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 93.8 87.3
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 81.3 80.6
My interest in this subject has increased 75 69

Table 6: War & Peace (Fall 2014, Fall 2015)

Additional comments and suggestions:

◦ This has been a great course if at times a lot of reading and class participation. I liked the flow
of how the course developed as it not only worked well but also represented the International
Relationship development as well. Only negative, which is very small, was that the final was
never defined in the syllabus. It is in the schedule but what it was, was not given.

◦ -I really enjoyed this course. Its no-textbook approach allowed for many different, qualified
viewpoints to be heard. -I enjoyed the liberal readiness the most. The realist readiness were
very long and often times repetitive. -The course should be re-held in the future. A simple,
couple weeks reading reflection assignment would be helpful if the midterm will remain in its very
different than most classes format. Great discussing of IR knowledge and showed the relevance
of IR to world politics.

◦ It kinda seemed constructivism got condensed a bit. Other then that very interesting and enjoy-
able class. Readings were very helpful for other classes as well.

◦ Dr. Oktay is clearly an expert in her field of study. It has truely been a wonderful experience
to be in her class. Not only has she helped me by teaching the class, but when asked, offered
advice on job opportunities and graduate schools. She is obviously dedicated to her students,
area of study, and out university. I am very glad she chose to teach at UIS because she appears
far greater qualified. She deserves all rewards for her dedication and is a major addition to the
university. I will recomend anyone take her class. I had a great semester! =)
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(7) Qualitative Research Methods: Fall 2016, Spring 2019 - Online & On-Ground

Table 7 reports the mean scores across the two semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) PA Dept. Mean

Teacher Competence 4.89 4.50
Teacher Quality 4.59 4.25
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 100 92.2
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 100 88.3
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 100 80.6
My interest in this subject has increased 100 65.6

Table 7: Qualitative Research Methods (Fall 2016, Spring 2019)

Additional comments and suggestions:

◦ Enjoyed the course. I was intimidated by Qual. Methods at first, but am considering pursuing a
qual. method for dissertation now. As practitioners, I think more articles showing qual. methods
at work would be more useful than constant theory articles.

◦ The instructor was well-qualified as reflective in her structure of the class, as well as her instruction
and feedback. Extremely enjoyed her incorporating her research.

◦ I enjoyed this course immensely. The readings were interesting & thought provoking. I feel like I
really learned about the methods we covered. One suggestion I have is to give more assignments
throughout the semester instead of so many points at the end.

◦ Selection of the course material was good, very good really. The professor did a great job of
explaining concepts and other aspects of the course to ensure the students had good understanding
of the topics of discussion and the course, generally. The professor had good (very good) knowledge
of the course as well.
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(8) What is Power? Spring 2015, Spring 2016

What is Power? is a required course for the Capital Scholars Honors Program (CAP) at UIS. The
course is co-taught with faculty members from other departments across the university, which moti-
vates instructors to develop interdisciplinary material. I taught this course with a faculty member from
the Psychology department, where the topics I surveyed included Foucault’s Panopticon, Orientalism,
globalization and multinational corporations, authoritarianism and democracy.

Table 8 reports the mean scores across the two semesters.

Statement Score (out of 5 or % Yes) CAP Mean

Teacher Competence 4.77 4.52
Teacher Quality 4.54 4.40
Instructor’s presentation is well planned and organized 100 90.6
Course has increased my skills in critical thinking 96.4 85.5
Course has motivated me to work to my highest level 88.1 76.5
My interest in this subject has increased 47 51.2

Table 8: What is Power? (Spring 2015, 2016)

Additional comments and suggestions2

◦ Expects every to have the knowledge of a graduate student. Not helpful/understanding when a
student is struggling.

◦ Dr. Oktay teaches with a perfect balance between casual and formal.

◦ Best CAP class I have taken in my 4 semesters at UIS, truly engaging and representative of what
CAP should be!

2Please note that the student comments are reported verbatim. Students’ punctuation, spelling and grammar use are
preserved.
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At Syracuse University:

Course evaluation surveys at SU utilize a series of statements that reflect teaching performance on sev-
eral dimensions including instructor’s enthusiasm for teaching, helping students improve their reading
and critical thinking skills, and responding to their questions or concerns outside the classroom.

Finally, the survey includes a series of open-ended questions where students can write what they liked
best about the course, make suggestions for improvement and add additional thoughts and comments
about the course. I report all student comments from each course to provide a complete picture.

(1) Comparative Government & Politics (Summer 2012)

I served as the instructor of the introductory-level course Comparative Government and Politics in Sum-
mer 2012. In addition to designing the course syllabus, I prepared the lecture slides for each session,
wrote and graded the daily quizzes (20 quizzes in total), midterm and final exams, and held office hours.

For each of the statements below, the scale ranges from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 5 (Strongly agree).

Table 9 reports the mean values from my class of eight students.

Scores in bold further indicate that I scored higher than the overall mean of all Political Science
instructors who served during Summer 2012.

Statement Score
(out of 5)

The instructor provided helpful feedback on my work. 4.75
When appropriate, the instructor presented divergent viewpoints. 4.75
(The course improved my) Reading skills, so that I am able to critically
read and understand important works about public issues.

4.75

Class discussions contributed to my understanding of the subject. 4.71
(The course improved my) Critical thinking skills, including identify-
ing assumptions and distinguishing between well-reasoned and poorly-
reasoned arguments.

4.63

The instructor was available for help outside of class. 4.63
The reading material helped me to understand the course content. 4.63
Completing assignments contributed to my learning in this course. 4.63
The instructor was enthusiastic in presenting course content. 4.63
Overall, I rate this instructor as an excellent teacher. 4.50

Table 9: Comparative Government & Politics (Summer 2012)
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Open Ended Questions:3

Below you will find students’ answers to two open ended questions, “What did you like best about
this course?” and “What suggestions would you make to improve the course?”, alongside their addi-
tional comments. As it was a class of eight students, I report all of their answers to provide a full picture.

Even though they had to take quizzes on the reading material four times a week, it was fascinating and
very rewarding to read that the students mentioned these quizzes as one of the best things about this
course.

What did you like best about this course?

◦ I loved the environment. Coming to class everyday was fun, we had some interesting debates also.

◦ The quizzes as easy as it is to complain about them, they did an outstanding job helping with
the material (your feedback on them did, too)

◦ The professor was excellent at explaining, elaborating and making the readings coherent and
relatable.

◦ The readings were very helpful.

◦ It’s fun, luv the discussion. For some days (mondas in particular), there is too much reading

◦ Sibel

◦ The new ideas I have learned everyday about comparative politics.

◦ I enjoyed the first exam because it allowed us to think critically and compare the readings to
answer questions. It made sense given the course name.

What suggestions would you make to improve the course?

◦ I would probably asked for some assignment that could test ability other than exams. People
aren’t always great test takers.

◦ The only complaint I have was with the difficulty I sometimes had getting the readings to load on
Blackboard. However, posting them on there is much better than shelling $150 for one month’s
use of a textbook.

◦ I would like longer classes and only 3 classes a week #summertime

◦ It would be more fun if it wasn’t in a short summer term

◦ I would suggest that the course alternate daily between pre class quizzes and post class quizzes.

Any additional comments?

◦ Sibel was great, easy to understand, and pretty understanding herself. Hopefully I can have
another class with her in my PSC undergrad carreer.

◦ Sibel did a tremendous job day in and day out, and additionally her english was more than
proficient.

◦ Fabulous professor. English, pacing and ability to translate complicated concepts was essential
to my understanding and growth in this class.

◦ Very nice teacher.

3Please note that the student comments are reported verbatim. Students’ punctuation, spelling and grammar use are
preserved.
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International Relations (Fall 2008)

I was a weekly discussion section leader in the introductory-level course International Relations during
the Fall 2008 semester. The tasks for this class included holding office hours, grading the quizzes,
midterm and final exams and the final project.

Table 10 reports the mean values from the two sections that I taught, with a total of 44 students.

For each of the statements below, the scale ranges from 1 (Strongly disagree) to 4 (Strongly agree).

Statement Score
(out of 4)

TA usually prepared for section 3.5
TA encouraged student participation 3.5
I felt comfortable approaching the TA with my concerns 3.4
TA seemed well organized 3.3
TA showed respect for student’s ideas 3.3
I learned a lot in this section 3.3
Assignments were returned on time 3.2
Comments on assignments were useful 3.2
TA seemed to enjoy teaching section 3.2
TA was available to help students outside of class 3.2

Table 10: International Relations (Fall 2008)
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Open Ended Questions:4

Below I report a sample of student responses to two questions: “Please list the aspects of this [discussion]
section and of the TA you particularly liked” and “Please list suggestions for how the TA could improve
his/her sections and teaching.” The sample reflects a range of student comments and feedback.

Please list the aspects of this [discussion] section and of the TA you particularly liked.

◦ She prepared readings and explanations for us to help us learn topics better.

◦ She was knowledgable, friendly.

◦ Friendly. Approachable. Encourage participation.

◦ Discussing important issues, clarifying topics, enabling communication. TA was friendly but took
things seriously.

◦ She was engaging and really tried hard to teach us.

◦ She really knew what she was talking about and her answers/questions were thought provoking
and relevant.

◦ Sibel was very insistent on everyone learning and showed passion for her teaching.

◦ Able to communicate ideas effectively.

◦ She was very understanding and especially insightful with issues regarding the class or assign-
ments.

◦ She was always willing to give extra help.

◦ She looked like she really knew the material. She was clear about what kind of work ethic was
expected at the end of the semester.

Please list suggestions for how the TA could improve his/her sections and teaching.

◦ Don’t grade so harshly.

◦ Have more organized debates. Teaching style was really ok, no complaints.

◦ I think if we asked each other more questions and understood more background info, it would be
better. VERY GOOD SECTION though! GREAT TA!

◦ She should be more helpful to her students.

◦ Her teaching and sections was fine. It was her style of teaching and I felt that my time spent in
her sections was useful and helpful to my understanding of the material.

◦ Sibel’s great! None.

◦ It could improve by giving suggestions for readings?

◦ More notes.

4Please note that the student comments are reported verbatim. Students’ punctuation, spelling and grammar use are
preserved.
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